
Outline of the Video Critique Club 
 
1.   Name of the critic:________________________________________ 
 
2. Name of the video/program: ________________________________________ 
 
3. Date watched:      ________________________________________ 
    
4. What is the goal of this video?  Why is it supposed to be worth watching? 
 
5. How much did you like the video? 
  
        a. a lot          b. it was okay         c. a little         d. not at all 
 
6. POPCORN BOX RATING SYSTEM: 
 On a scale of 1-5 boxes of popcorn, with 1 box being the worst and 5 boxes being the 
best, how many boxes of popcorn would you give it? 
 
   1  2  3  4  5 
 
7. What parts did you like the best? 
 
8. What parts did you like the least? 
 
9. Look at the parts you liked the best.  With your group, discuss why you felt that way.  
Then, look at the parts you like the least. Again, discuss with your group why you felt that way.  
Then, agree as a group on the three parts that your group would most like to change.  Write them 
below. 
 
10. Next, together with your group, pick one of these parts to work on.  Write it down, and 
then discuss and write down three different ways to improve upon the part you liked the least. (It 
is fine to combine two or three parts you liked the least and work on them together, if it makes 
sense to do so.) 
 
11. With your group, discuss your ideas and plan a script change.  Remember how much time 
you have to work with, both in terms of the video segment you are working on and the time you 
have to work on this critique.  Be sure to picture in your mind the goal of the video, who will see 
it, and everything that will go into changing the video. 
 
12. Rehearse your changes and improve your script.  If possible, make an audio or video of 
your changes.  If there is time, go back and work on changing other parts that you liked least.  
Share your changes with other groups and get and give feedback. 
 


